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Abstract: Hydropower is the largest source of renewable energy in the world and currently dominates
flexible electricity production capacity. However, climate variations remain major challenges for
efficient production planning, especially the annual forecasting of periodically variable inflows
and their effects on electricity generation. This study presents a model that assesses the impact of
forecast quality on the efficiency of hydropower operations. The model uses ensemble forecasting
and stepwise linear optimisation combined with receding horizon control to simulate runoff and the
operation of a cascading hydropower system. In the first application, the model framework is applied
to the Dalälven River basin in Sweden. The efficiency of hydropower operations is found to depend
significantly on the linkage between the representative biannual hydrologic regime and the regime
actually realised in a future scenario. The forecasting error decreases when considering periodic
hydroclimate fluctuations, such as the dry–wet year variability evident in the runoff in the Dalälven
River, which ultimately increases production efficiency by approximately 2% (at its largest), as is
shown in scenarios 1 and 2. The corresponding potential hydropower production is found to vary by
80 GWh/year. The reduction in forecasting error when considering biennial periodicity corresponds
to a production efficiency improvement of about 0.33% (or 13.2 GWh/year).

Keywords: ensemble forecasting; biennial periodic climate; hydropower optimisation; hydropower
management; production efficiency; forecasting error

1. Introduction

Hydropower is the largest renewable source of electricity by power capacity and the
second largest by annual energy production. Hence, it has great potential for remediating
the transition towards a future renewable electric production system, particularly due to the
regulatory role played by the energy storage capacity of hydropower reservoirs. However,
the planning and management of hydropower regulations remain complex, as these depend
not only on matching the electricity demand to the availability of other renewables but also
on the management of significant climate variations. Climate variation affects precipitation
and temperature patterns and thus stream flows, which, in turn, reduces the reliability of
hydropower planning and generation [1–5]. Studies have shown that climate change will
alter the temporal and spatial distribution of water resources worldwide [6–8], and there
are strong indications of significant periodicity in historical hydrologic records. The authors
of [9–11] showed that hydropower availability in Scandinavia varies over a spectrum of
periods, with robust periodicity identified at approximately 0.5, 2, and 8–11 year intervals,
respectively. The authors of [12] found that 18 selected drainage basins worldwide have
periodic water availability variations, with periodic waves ranging from 2.1 to 2.5 years.
In [13], river discharge time series of Colombian streamflow were examined, and Fourier
analysis showed a spectral peak at a periodicity of 2.17 years. Furthermore, statistically
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significant periodicity was found in a time series in the 5–7 and 2–3 year bands when
performing a spectral analysis of precipitation in the US [14]. The authors of [15] used the
maximum entropy method and Fourier spectral analysis to show temperature and precip-
itation periodicities of approximately 2–3 years for Siberia and East Asia. Consequently,
there are strong indications that biennial periodicity exists among short- and long-term pe-
riodicities in many basins worldwide [9–15]. The two year period indicates a predominant
pattern of sequential dry and wet years, but this pattern is not necessarily recognised in
long-term forecasting and hydropower production management. Thus, an important ques-
tion is how the forecasting of hydroclimatic variations with biennial periodicity impacts
hydropower production operational planning. The dry and wet periods will have basic
control over the availability of water, hence the potential electricity production during such
periods; however, forecasting these conditions can have an important secondary effect on
production efficiency, which is the topic of the present study. For example, statistically
better knowledge of whether the coming year will be relatively wet or dry will likely
lead to better decisions in operational planning and less water spillage. To investigate the
relative importance of forecast skills [16] for the planning of hydropower operations, a
model framework that can simulate and assess this operational process is needed, including
hydrologic forecasting, decision optimisation, and the estimation of production efficiency
in an independent future hydrologic scenario.

Previous research has developed model frameworks for studying the impacts of cli-
mate variations on hydropower; however, it has not sufficiently acknowledged a model
framework that can assess the importance of forecasting periodic hydroclimatic fluctu-
ations for hydropower planning and generation. The authors of [7] developed a global
hydrological–electricity modelling framework that focused on the physical impacts of water
constraints on current power plant capacities. General circulation models (GCMs) and the
variable infiltration capacity model were implemented to generate water availability [17–19].
However, none of these studies used stochastic forecasting, such as historic ensemble fore-
casting, nor separated the forecast from the applied future scenario. The basic ideas behind
stochastic forecasting are that nature is difficult to physically predict because of both
aleatory and epistemic uncertainties, but historically unbiased samples are also likely to
apply well (as forecasts) to the future [20,21]. These samples provide data points, such as a
set of experimental outcomes that satisfy a range of statistical measures appearing during
the sample period; hence, they can represent various properties of climate periodicity, that
are also likely to be representative of near-future scenarios [22]. The authors of [23,24]
applied ensemble forecasting in their research but focused on hydrologic predictions rather
than its implications for hydropower production. Thus, a model framework for assessing
and analysing the importance of forecasting hydroclimatic periodicities for the efficiency of
hydropower planning and generation is generally missing.

In this study, we attempt to bridge the aforementioned knowledge gap by develop-
ing a model framework that can assess (simulate) the importance of forecasting periodic
hydroclimate fluctuations for the efficiency of hydropower planning and generation. The in-
novations of this study comprise the following aspects: (a) the model framework facilitates
the investigation of the impact of forecasting periodic climate on hydropower operations;
(b) we introduce an ensemble forecasting method based on the classification of dry and
wet 12 month periods in historical records; and (c) the assessment model is implemented
in a MATLAB environment, including stochastic forecasting, and applied to a cascade
hydropower system. The forecast and management are focused on the long-term (seasonal)
time horizon, thus neglecting some of the complexities of production management that oc-
cur on a time scale of up to a few days or slightly longer. This study examines the Dalälven
River basin, which exhibits a typical biennial fluctuation in water availability (as well as
other periodicities). This means that the study investigates how the dry and wet years in
the river basin affect the management efficiency of hydropower. The main contributions
are: (a) a model framework that differentiates stochastically between runoff forecasts and
simulated real runoff scenarios, enabling the analysis of the importance of the forecast
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approach for managing hydropower production in light of the uncertainties in climate
variability; (b) an ensemble forecasting method that recognises the hydroclimatic biennial
periodicity present in the Dalälven River basin; and (c) an application of the simulation
framework to a cascade hydropower system with typical biennial climatic fluctuations.
Hydropower production optimisation is based on linear programming combined with a
receding horizon approach, which converts the nonlinearity in the hydropower production
problem to a stepwise linear problem via a system update step. Section 2 provides details
on the model’s development.

2. Model Framework
2.1. Assessment Model

The overall purpose of the proposed model is to simulate the management efficiency
of hydropower generation resulting from the uncertainty of water availability forecasts
that reflect the long-term periodicity observed in hydroclimatic time series. The model
addresses the fundamental question of the extent to which improvements in forecasting
ability lead to better hydropower operational planning and higher hydropower genera-
tion. Therefore, this approach distinguishes forecasted runoff availability from real runoff
availability and quantifies the efficiency of operational planning as a function of forecast
error and forecast biennial scenarios. In this context, runoff availability is defined as all
water added to the system, for example, by precipitation or snowmelt, i.e., water generated
through runoff processes, while there is also water available for production because of
its storage within the river basin in streams, lakes, and reservoirs. In wet years, water
availability is particularly high, leading to high hydropower production, but the model
should evaluate the importance of forecast quality for production efficiency by optimising
reservoir operations and maximising turbine discharge. Consequently, the simulation
process consists of two main submodules: (1) the optimisation of hydropower planning
and generation under a several month future forecast horizon, and (2) the updating of
model variables (i.e., actual runoff and reservoir level) after a much shorter updating time
step while considering the real periodic runoff scenario (Figure 1). In this study, both the
generation of the forecasted runoff time series and that of the real runoff time series were
based on the sampling of historical data (simulated runoff time series from the Sweden-
Hydrological Predictions for the Environment (S-HYPE) model, provided by the Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute). The principles of the ensemble forecasting
approach are described in Section 2.1. Furthermore, the optimisation of production oper-
ations considers the forecasted future runoff for J future states along a time horizon TH ,
the water conservation of the river basin, and power production (called the optimisation
model in Figure 1). The optimal production decisions are applied to the duration of an
updating period, tu, based on several stochastic runoff forecasts covering a future horizon,
TH , where q, s, and h represent the turbine discharge, spillage, and water head, respectively.
To provide a decision process that is statistically representative, the optimisation is carried
out N times for each stochastic runoff forecast. Subsequently, the average values of these
N optimal decisions of production and spillage discharges are applied as decided values
for an updating time step, tu. The river basin water availability status is then updated in
the system updating module, including updating the real runoff and water head (step 3
in Figure 1). The updated water head is used to set the initial conditions of the reservoir
levels for the upcoming optimisation horizon based on the immediate past. The updating
aims to ensure that the effects of forecasting errors do not accumulate over time and thus
represent the actual operational planning process over a more extended period.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the model framework.

To simplify the optimisation problem and speed up the calculation, we converted the
nonlinear statement of power production (see Section 2.2) into a stepwise linear statement
by assuming that the water head in the reservoirs are constant during each updating time
step, which is acceptable when tu is sufficiently short. The updating of the water head in the
reservoirs after one updating time step tu ensures that an essential long-term component
of nonlinearity is accounted for—the dependence of power production on reservoir levels
and the fall height. Linear optimisation is significantly less computationally demanding
than nonlinear optimisation. Using a receding horizon approach, after the simulation of
each updating time step k, the simulation moves on to the next updating period along
the timeline until K updating steps have been executed in total, which forms the entire
simulation period, Tsim = K × tu. Consequently, the optimisation problem is solved using
linear optimisation programming combined with receding horizon control. After finishing
one realisation of the entire simulation period, Tsim, the forecasting error and production
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efficiency are estimated for the entire assessment simulation. The definitions of forecasting
error and production efficiency are given in Section 2.3.

2.2. Ensemble Forecasting with Biennial Periodicity

Ensemble forecasting uses a set of possible runoff time series selected from historical
data and applies these as runoff forecasts for the future. The forecasted runoff abstracted
from such an ensemble time series aims to represent hydroclimatic fluctuations and is there-
fore divided into periodic segments and classified in terms of particularly wet or dry periods.
Dry and wet years generally follow biennial periodicity in Scandinavia [10], but the spec-
trum of periodicities of hydrologic processes makes it difficult to match the forecast class to
the current climate type. However, many studies have shown important cross-correlations
with related teleconnections expressed by different climate indices [10,12,15,25,26] that can,
in principle, be used as predictors for the current hydrologic regime. The authors of [12]
discussed the links between El Niño–La Niña events and biannual discharge fluctuations at
the basin scale, as well as global climate indices such as the Southern Oscillation Index, the
North Atlantic Oscillation Index, and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation Index. In particular,
the authors of [11] used coherence spectra to define the strength of correlation over a range
of periods between the two latter climate indices and the overall energy level of the runoff
system. Hence, by including the biennial periodicity of the forecasts with the corresponding
present climate type, the suggested model investigates how improvements in the forecasted
runoff with biennial periodicity can enhance the management of the cascade hydropower
system. The goal here is to ensemble runoff data representing the previously identified
hydroclimatic fluctuations in runoff, especially the biennial (two year) periodicity, and
incorporate such information in a production management system linking forecast class to
the current hydrologic regime.

Previous studies using spectral analysis have indicated a biennial periodicity in
runoff [10,11], which suggests, for example, that there could be dry and wet years. Such
biennial periodicity should be possible to identify directly in runoff time series by assessing
the daily average using a different start month and then classifying segments of runoff
time series into the categories of odd and even years. One question is the degree to which
the start month of the yearly segment division affects the clarity and strength of the dry
and wet year periodicities. We investigated the significance of the start month by succes-
sively shifting it by one month and using one year-long time-series segments to calculate
12 month discharge statistics. The results show that hydropower production management
in December is more sensitive to recognising biennial periodicity. Detailed results can be
found in Section 4.2.

Consequently, we suggest that the classification of ensemble members should be
conducted in two primary yearly runoff time series from either wet or dry ensemble
members that can represent biennial runoff periodicity. As the time horizon of the forecast,
TH, is shorter than the classified segments, there is a possibility of varying the start month.
The time series for each subwatershed was abstracted from the 1961–2011 time series, and
yearly time series were kept as a statistical repository for stochastic sampling. Each sampled
yearly time series starts in December. The random samples of the forecasts and real runoff
scenarios were taken from this statistical repository (see step 1 in Figure 1).

2.3. Optimisation Model for Cascade Hydropower Stations

A model based on the stepwise linear optimisation approach for the operation of
cascade hydropower stations in a river network was developed in MATLAB 2018b. The
model simulates the planning of hydropower generation in a cascade of reservoirs with the
aim of maximising electricity production, thus minimising water spillage and maintaining
the highest possible water head in the reservoirs. The objective function F represents the
energy production plus the water energy in reservoirs for future production. The objective
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function is stated as energy maximisation based on both produced and stored quantities
without considering economic value:

Fn,k =
J

∑
j=1

NP
∑

i=1
Pi,j,n,k∆t +

M
∑

i=1
Es,i,J,n,k −

M
∑

i=1
Es,i,1,n,k

=
J

∑
j=1

NP
∑

i=1
ρgηi (̃hi,k − hi)qi,j,n,k ∆t

+
M
∑

i=1
ρgAi (̃hi,k − hi)

(
hdi,J,n,k − hi

)
−

M
∑

i=1
ρgAi (̃hi,k − hi)

(
hdi,1,n,k − hi

)
,

(1)

where the dependent variables of the optimisation are hydraulic head h(m) and turbine
discharge q (m3/s). P (W) is the power from hydropower stations; Es (J) and A (m2) are the
energy stored and the surface water area of each reservoir, respectively; ρ (kg/m3) is the
density of water; g (m/s2) is the acceleration because of gravity; and η is the generation
efficiency of a hydropower plant, which is assumed to be constant over time. The hydraulic
head of the stations, h̃ (m), is assumed to be constant in the optimisation problem but
is updated after each decision in the updating time step tu. Furthermore, h (m) is the
minimum water level in each reservoir, the so-called dead water level, which cannot be
used for regulation purposes. In the calculation of the energy of stored water, the routine
subtracts the minimum water level from the actual water level and considers the remaining
water non-usable. The potential production of water stored in a reservoir depends on the
downstream fall height hd (m), including the waterfall height at all downstream stations
to the sea. The indices j, n, and k are used to represent different indexes of time steps and
forecasts in the programming; j is the index of the numerical time step; J is the total number
of j, i.e., J = TH/∆t ; ∆t(days) is the time length of one numerical time step, which is
used to represent the flow dynamics; n is the index of the stochastic forecasts that are N in
total; and i is the index of each of the multiple hydropower stations. M is the total number
of stations, including reservoirs and hydropower plants, and NP is the total number of
hydropower stations.

The objective function in Equation (1) contains two parts: the production of energy
at each individual station and the change in the stored water energy in relation to the
period from time step 1 to the end of time step J. The optimisation constraints include
the conservation of water that dynamically flows in the river basin between hydropower
stations and the limitations (bounds) of the variables. Flow dynamics reflect the flow
between hydropower stations through spills and turbine discharges, runoff from connected
watersheds, and changes in water storage in reservoirs. The water travel time, i.e., the lag
time between reservoirs, is neglected in this model. The stations are connected by a river
network, and water discharged from upstream stations travels to the nearest downstream
station; i.e., this can be used to produce electricity at several stations along the network of
hydropower stations. Here, the following constraints are recognised:

Maximise F;
Subject to:

Vi,j,n,k = Vi,j−1,n,k +
(

qr,i,j,n,k + qup,i,j,n,k + sup,i,j,n,k − qi,j,n,k − si,j,n,k

)
∆t, (2)

Vi,j,n,k = Aihi,j,n,k, (3)

hi ≤ hi,j,n,k ≤ hi, (4)

0 ≤ qi,j,n,k ≤ qi, (5)
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si ≤ si,j,n,k ≤ si, (6)

where V (m3) is the water storage in the multireservoir system, the inflow qr (m3/s) is the
runoff water from the subcatchment that connects directly as the inflow to one reservoir,
and qup (m3/s) and sup (m3/s) are turbine discharges and water spillages, respectively, that
come from the nearest upstream connected stations, which means that water released at
one station is retained at the next reservoir regardless of the transport time along the river.
The water spillage discharge is s (m3/s). Water conservation (Equation (2)) indicates that
the inflow to a specific reservoir comes from natural runoff as a result of precipitation and
snowmelt and outflow from connected upstream multireservoirs. Note that the runoff qr
is implemented both in forecasting step 1 as part of the above optimisation problem and
in updating step 2 (Figure 1), in which we use the notations qr f for the forecasted runoff
and qra for the actual runoff applied in the management scenario. In the simulation routine
(step 1 in Figure 1), the runoff discharge in Equation (2) is qr f , while in the updating routine
(step 2 in Figure 1), the runoff discharge is qra.

Equations (4)–(6) describe the physical limitations of the operation of a hydropower
system. One limitation is that the reservoir water head must not exceed the maximum
reservoir level for safety reasons or drop below the dead water level for environmental
reasons. Hence, Equation (4) describes the lower and upper boundaries of the water head,
denoted h (m) and h (m), respectively. In addition, hydroturbines have an upper limit on
spinning, which implies that a maximum discharge is allowed, denoted as q (m3/s). To
sustain the downstream water demand and meet environmental requirements to some
extent, a lower limitation of spillage discharge s (m3/s) and an upper limitation s (m3/s)
are given.

The mathematical optimisation problem above, in Equations (1)–(6), is a nonlinear
optimisation problem because the objective function in Equation (1) is an equation with the
product of the variables h and q, which are coupled through the water volume conservation
equation (Equation (2)). However, the variation in the water head in a reservoir over a
short period is generally sufficiently small to justify the reservoir water head being set as a
constant. Hence, to enhance computational efficiency and reduce the complexity of this
problem, Equation (1) is linearised by keeping the reservoir levels constant during every
updating time step tu. The model subsequently updates the reservoir head h̃ (m) after every
updating time step tu, thus recognising nonlinearity as an explicit numerical approximation.
Updating after each time step tu keeps the operational decisions of production and spillage
discharges combined with the water runoff input of the real scenario.

2.4. Performance Indicators

This section presents the definition of performance indicators expressing the error of
forecasting and the efficiency of hydropower production in comparison to the maximum
potential. A proposed criterion to evaluate the accuracy of forecasted runoff is the mean
absolute scaled error (MASE), first proposed by Hyndman and Koehler (2006) [27]. It never
gives undefined or infinite values and is suitable for intermittent demand series, such as
when there are periods of zero data in a forecast [28]. The MASE (unitless) defined for the
simulation period Tsim can be expressed as:

Error =
1
K
∗ ∑K

k=1

 1
N∗M·J ∑N

n=1 ∑M
i=1 ∑J

j=1

∣∣∣qra,i,j − qr f ,i,j,n,k

∣∣∣
1

M·(J−1) ∑M
i=1 ∑J

j=2

∣∣∣qra,i,j − qra,i,(j−1)

∣∣∣
 . (7)

Furthermore, the efficiency of production management in the entire watershed de-
pends on the decisions regarding turbine and spillage discharges resulting from the applica-
tion of forecasted runoff in the optimisation procedure for the entire Tsim period. Therefore,
to estimate the dependency between the forecasting error and production efficiency, we
introduced a production efficiency factor (ηd), which represents the energy production
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efficiency for all hydropower stations in the watershed. The potential production efficiency
factor is formulated as potential production divided by the difference in potential runoff
energy and potential storage energy:

ηd = mean
(

Epd
Erd − ∆Esd

)
=

1
M ∗ Tsim/∆t

∗
ρg∆t ∑M

i=1 ∑Tsim/∆t
j=1 h̃di,j q̃i,j

ρg∆t ∗ ∑M
i=1 hdmax,i ∑Tsim/∆t

j=1

(
q̃i,j + s̃i,j

) , (8)

where Epd (J) is the simulated downstream production of energy for all stations for the
entire simulation period, Erd (J) is the downstream potential runoff energy, Esd (J) is the
downstream potential storage energy, hd is the downstream height, which is the water
level from the station to the sea, and hdmax (m) is the maximum of the downstream height if
there are no regulations of the reservoir levels. h̃di,j and q̃i,j, s̃i,j are the decisions from the
simulation model based on the simulation period of Tsim. The potential energy production
in the above expression consists of both potential downstream production from runoff and
energy stored in reservoirs. The potential downstream production indicates the estimated
production generated at each station and the potential production from stations along the
water path towards the sea. Energy stored in the water reservoir can be seen as the initial
value of the scenario and can be used in production, which is the reason for the definition
given by Equation (8). This study elucidates the relationship between forecasting error and
production efficiency.

3. Case Study

The case study involves 36 hydropower plants and 13 reservoirs in the Dalälven River
basin, located in central Sweden, stretching from the Scandinavian mountains in the west to
the effluence at the Baltic Sea (see Figure 2). The hydropower system in Dalälven produces
4 TWh of energy with a capacity of 970 MW. Lake Siljan and Trängsletsjön are the main
reservoirs, and the Trängslet dam that connects with Trängsletsjön is the highest earth-filled
dam in Sweden [29].
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The historical runoff data in the Dalälven River basin were derived from model
simulations using the S-HYPE model, which is the continuously developed version of the
HYPE model. S-HYPE is a semi-distributed catchment model that simulates water flow and
substances from precipitation through different storage compartments and fluxes to the
sea [30]. The historical data in this study start on 1 January 1961 and end on 31 December
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2011, spanning a total of 51 years distributed among 64 subwatersheds located in the
Dalälven River basin.

4. Results
4.1. Assessment of the Effects of Forecast Error on Production Efficiency in the Dalälven
River Basin

The model framework developed here can be used to assess the importance of runoff
forecasting for hydropower production (Figure 1), especially when separating the model
procedure into three parts: (a) ensemble forecasting recognising historic runoff statistics,
(b) optimisation of production management and independent system updating, and (c) as-
sessment of importance by calculating performance indicators. As a demonstration of this
model framework, we applied it to 36 cascade hydropower plants and 13 reservoirs in the
Dalälven River basin, as described in Section 2.2. In this analysis, forecasts were randomly
drawn from historic records classified with a strict biennial period, hence reflecting a wet
and dry year classification (Figure 3); each classification had 25 years of data. To represent
the uncertainty of the forecasts, the simulated real runoff was drawn independently from
one of the two statistical classes. As a test of the assessment model framework, we designed
three scenarios for this example application. In scenario 1, both the forecasted and real
runoff were both from classification 1 (wet years); scenario 1 is a wet-to-wet scenario. In
scenario 2, the forecasted runoff was from classification 2 (dry years), and the real runoff
was from classification 1; scenario 2 is a dry-to-wet scenario. In scenario 3, which is a
control scenario, the forecasted runoff was from both dry and wet years using the entire
data record, and the real runoff was from classification 1; scenario 3 is a neutral-to-wet
scenario. Consequently, the optimisation time horizon was 90 days, and the receding
horizon control was 90 days, which meant that we needed samples of discrete time series
covering 180 days. The parameters applied in this example application are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. List of parameters.

Parameter Definition Parameter Value in the Example Application

TH
Time horizon of optimisation: the duration of the forecasted

time series placed into one optimisation procedure. TH = 90 (days)

Tsim
Period of simulation: the maximum shift in time of the horizon

in the receding horizon approach; Tsim = K × tu. Tsim = 90 (days)

tu

Updating period: the time during which the decided turbine
discharges are applied, whereafter the reservoir levels are

updated and new decisions are taken; tu = Tsim/K.
tu = 2 (days)

∆t Numerical time step used to represent the watershed dynamics
and to move between the states used in the optimization. ∆t = 0.5 (days)

j j = 1 : J. Index for the numerical time step for water dynamics;
J = TH/∆t. J = 180

i i = 1 : M Index for the reservoirs. M = 49

n
n = 1 : N. Index for the repetition number of one updating
period simulation with different stochastic runoff forecasts,

which was used to make the average decision.
N = 10

k
k = 1 : K. Index for the simulation time step in order to

progress over the simulation period Tsim. The number of
updating time steps is K = Tsim/tu.

K = 45
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In part b, the hydropower operational model calculates the optimal decisions regarding
turbine discharge and spillage discharge based on the forecasted runoff for a three month
horizon (TH). However, the optimal decisions were applied only under the updating
period tu, which was taken as two days in this application. Within each updating period
tu, the optimisation was repeated N times with forecasts randomly drawn from the same
biennial ensemble classification according to the defined scenario, and the mean value
of the N optimal decisions in the tu period provided the final decisions on hydropower
operation. After each tu period calculation, the reservoir levels were updated using a real
runoff scenario, as shown in Figure 1. Only one time series of real runoff was used in this
assessment model. After updating, the simulation proceeded to simulate the management
of the next updating period, where the procedure comprises Tsim/tu steps, which cover
three months in this application.

Part c is the assessment of the importance and calculation of the two performance indica-
tors, which were estimated for the entire simulation period Tsim using Equations (7) and (8).
The forecast error used in this study adopts the mean absolute scaled error to examine
forecast accuracy. Based on the simulation structure of the assessment model, the error
calculation contains M stations, TH/∆t time steps along the time horizon, N repetitions in
each update period, and K progression steps to cover the entire simulation period. Hence,
the forecast error is a mean value over all K progression time steps and M stations. One
realisation was completed using a K progression step simulation covering the entire Tsim
period. In addition, 100 Monte Carlo runs of the realisation of the entire assessment of Tsim
were applied to reduce uncertainty.

As can be seen in Figure 4, there is a tendency for the production efficiency factor
ηd to decrease with an increase in the forecast error. The production efficiency factor
represents the potential hydropower production in the entire watershed compared to
the theoretical maximum production during the same period. ηd was found to vary for
the hydropower system in the Dalälven River basin, ranging from 78.5% to 80.5% in
scenarios 1 and 2, depending on the three month forecast error. This range of variation
depends on the forecast error and could appear to be small but can, in principle, represent a
substantial economic value for the management of the hydropower production system. For
example, if the periodic nature of water runoff in forecasting can be improved by the entire
forecasting error range (2.65–2.35 = 0.4) considering the best and the worst possible cases
of scenarios 1 and 2, the production efficiency varies by 2%. It can be expected that the
yearly energy production of the Dalälven River basin would be enhanced by 80 GWh/year
(4 TWh/year × 2% = 80 GWh/year), based on the current production of approximately
4 TWh/year. The reduction in forecasting error from scenario 2 (with forecasts representing
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a dry year under wet year conditions) to scenario 1 (with forecasts representing a wet year
under wet year conditions) corresponds to a production efficiency improvement of about
0.33% (or 13.2 GWh/year), which is obtained by calculating the difference between the
mean production efficiency factors of scenarios 1 and 2.
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Figure 4. Comparison of scenario 1 (forecasts of wet years) and scenario 2 (forecasts of dry years),
with both scenarios using simulated real runoff from a wet year.

The blue and red lines in Figure 4 present the linear regressions of scenarios 1 and 2
that are bounded by the scenario intervals. The regression lines indicate that scenario 1
has a higher production efficiency and lower forecast error than scenario 2. Production
is more efficient for scenario 1 than scenario 2 when the forecasting error is smaller than
2.5, but the opposite prevails when the forecasting error is larger than 2.5. The range of
the forecast error is relatively similar in scenario 1, but the ranges of production efficiency
factors are larger in scenario 1 than in scenario 2. Figure 5 shows all three scenarios and
their forecasting error boundaries. The error range of scenario 3 is obviously larger than
those of scenarios 1 and 2, and it roughly matches the non-overlapping parts of scenarios 1
and 2. As a control scenario, scenario 3 does not have any periodic treatment on forecasting,
so it can provide a neutral solution that should comprise the solutions from scenarios 1
and 2. Figure 5 shows this.

4.2. Start-Month Impact on the Biennial Periodicity

Figure 6 shows the daily mean runoff (m3/s) of 64 subcatchments from the Dalälven
River basin. Runoff data were deduced for every set of odd (blue dots) and even (red
dots) years using different start months from January to December in the time series that
covers daily data from 1961 to 2011. The green line is the average daily runoff of the
64 subcatchments over 51 years. The graph clearly shows that the biennial classification
results in differences in the daily mean runoff from the Dalälven River basin, but the pattern
depends on the start month of the segments. Note that the odd–even classification used in
this figure denotes the year of the start month, but the yearly data selected for a start month
later than January cover both odd and even years. The two curves, odd year (blue line)
and even year (black line), in Figure 6 highlight an interchange of the implication of odd
and even for the dry–wet year characteristic. At the crossing of the curves in Figure 6, both
odd and even years are statistically equally wet, whereas the difference becomes larger
when the curves are farther apart. The vertical bars show a 95% confidence interval using
a t-distribution and indicate somewhat weak significance in the differences between the
curves, which can be explained by the prevalence of other periodic climatic phenomena
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and some degree of randomness. Nevertheless, the results show the systematic biennial
hydrological periodicity of the annual mean runoff in the Dalälven River basin, which
varies with the start month of the selection and is most vital with a December start month.
This circumstance implies that the long-term forecasts used in hydropower production
management in December are more sensitive to recognising biennial periodicity compared
with planning conducted in a summer month. Compared with the mean runoff of all years
(green line), odd years present a higher mean daily runoff than the average, while even
years show a relatively low mean daily runoff regardless of the start month.
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5. Conclusions and Discussions

This study developed a model framework that assesses the importance of forecasting
periodic hydroclimate runoff fluctuations for hydropower planning and generation. Based
on 51 years of historical records, the ensemble classification of runoff was shown to possess
biennial periodicity, with a strength that was dependent on the start month of the year.
This emphasises the importance of focusing on the annual seasonal variation in sub-arctic
regions in addition to examining long-term climatic modes of variability. While the model
approach is not limited by the selected forecasting method, the historical data sampling
representing the complex statistical nature of runoff allows for an evaluation of the effect of
periodic errors in runoff forecasts on production efficiency. Forecasting, in combination with
the stepwise linear simulation framework, is essential for understanding the implications
of periodicity in hydroclimatic variations for the proper operational planning of reservoir
storage in cascade hydropower systems. It was found that the forecast errors for the
Dalälven River were associated with three month future horizons based on historical data
in the range of 3–4% when comparing scenarios 1 and 2, and recognising the biennial
periodicity in Dalälven can enhance production efficiency by 1–2%. This may seem small,
but it represents substantial economic value in terms of annual production compared
to what could be expected from, for example, refurbishing the rock tunnel systems and
penstocks of all 36 hydropower stations in the Dalälven River basin, which could also
lead to efficiency improvements in the order of a few percent. The main result diagrams
(Figure 4) show production efficiency versus forecast errors for two scenarios combining
wet year forecasts with wet year scenarios (scenario 1) and dry year forecasts with wet year
scenarios (scenario 2). The results indicate that the ensemble classification from which the
forecasted runoff is selected plays an important role in enhancing production efficiency.
Ignoring the biennial periodicity or the failure to associate future hydrology with a dry or
wet year may cause an increase in the forecasting error, thereby decreasing the production
efficiency. As a control scenario, scenario 3 verified the results of scenarios 1 and 2 by
matching the non-overlapping parts of scenarios 1 and 2 (Figure 5).

The hydropower potential depends on the availability of water in a given stream, and
the runoff pattern thus governs the energy generation capacity. This study shows that
categorising historical runoff time series from the Dalälven River basin into dry and wet
years is statistically possible if the yearly separation is conducted in the appropriate month,
generally in mid-winter, but this pattern was found to be much less pronounced when
using a mid-summer month. The difference in the annual mean discharge over the 51 year
period was in the order of 5% if the separation of wet and dry years started in December.
This difference would also be a measure of the possible relative forecast error that can
arise in the mean runoff value if the biennial periodicity in water availability as a result of
climate fluctuations is neglected.

While this study did not cover techniques for forecasting near-future climatic regimes,
it is well known that both GCMs combined with hydrologic downscaling, as well as the
statistical assessment of suitable climate indices, are powerful tools to predict current and
near-future climate regimes and expected precipitation patterns. Such tools can provide
an indication of whether a future year will be dry or wet, but they have lower accuracy
when representing short-term fluctuations of importance for the regulatory behaviour in
hydropower operations, which is why historical ensemble forecasts can provide essential
statistical information in the management process. This assessment model framework
can be used to assess the impact of biennial periodicity and can be applied to various
periodicities by selecting different periodic ensembles. It could be future research. Some
assumptions, like the constant water head and stable reservoir area in the optimisation
model, can be improved in future work.
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Assessing how biennial hydroclimate fluctuations can be accounted for in the manage-
ment of hydropower generation and operational planning is essential. The model-based
methodology developed in this study can be used to assess the impacts of such fluctuations
on hydropower generation and enhance the management of hydropower operations in
order to assist the hydropower operator with better planning of water and energy resources.
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